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With the recent advances in ultrahigh intensity lasers, exotic astrophysical phenomena can

be investigated in laboratory environments. Collisionless shock in a plasma, prevalent in astro-

physical events, is produced when a strong electric or electromagnetic force induces a shock

structure in a time scale shorter than the collision time of charged particles. A near critical-

density (NCD) plasma, generated with an intense femtosecond laser, can be utilized to excite a

collisionless shock due to its efficient and rapid energy absorption. In ESA, the reflection of up-

stream ions by the shock is determined by the potential (φs) across a shock wall and the kinetic

energy of ions. For multi-species plasmas, stationary upstream ions with charge qi and mass mi

can be reflected back by the shock if mi < 2qiφs/v2
s , where vs is the shock velocity. Here, we

explore this aspect of mass-dependent shock acceleration in heavier mass (Example: Helium )

plasma, mixed with a small trace of liter mass (Example: hydrogen) in transverse direction using

multi-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation. We present electrostatic shock acceleration

(ESA) in experiments performed with a high-density helium gas jet, containing a small fraction

of hydrogen, irradiated with a 30 fs, petawatt laser. The onset of ESA exhibited a strong depen-

dence on plasma density, consistent with the result of particle-in-cell simulations on relativistic

plasma dynamics. The mass-dependent ESA in the NCD plasma, confirmed by the preferen-

tial reflection of only protons with two times the shock velocity, opening a new possibility of

selective acceleration of ions by electrostatic shock.
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